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Abstract

Markov Magic Circles One Magic circle is held by a performer; inside a dawn chorus of LED 
sings the song of probability through the electromagnetic ether. The magic circle represents a 
border condition between the chaos of the outside world and the safe space within. A magic 
circle usually protects the person in it by keeping bad energies out, or it summons an entity using
its codified energies. The magic circle is animated by Markov chains, deterministic probability 
structures generated by an algorithm to sound like there is someone there. Additional sounds are 
produced from Markovian decision trees projected onto the most humble electronics and 
amplified through the actions of the performers.

Perhaps the performance will summon a ghost from the machine. Markov postulated his ideas on
probability as a rebuttal to a theologian, Nekrasov, who believed so fervently in the concept of 
free will he extended it to inanimate objects. Today Markov chains are used in statistical 
analysis, neural networks, and AI. If an AI makes an independent decision perhaps it has free 
will—and so Markov would be proving Nekrasov correct despite proving him wrong.
  
 
Detailed Description
 
A combination of improvised and predetermined sounds created from electromagnetic-sensitive 
microphones. 
Witchcraft is an anti-hierarchical, anti-structural, oral history-based practice; and so the witches 
in the piece serve as the ultimate embodiment of free-will and manifestation of their personal 
desires by ‘will’ alone rather than as per composer dictates. Metaphor and ritual are also used in 
the piece.

Perhaps the performance will summon a ghost from the machine. Markov postulated his ideas on
probability as a rebuttal to  mathematician and theologian Nekrasov, who believed so fervently 



in the concept of free will that he extended it to inanimate objects. (Today Markov chains are 
used in statistical analysis, neural networks, and AI. If an AI makes an independent decision 
perhaps it has free will—and so Markov would be proving Nekrasov correct despite proving him
wrong.) 

The first section of the performance does not have a body in it. The magic circles are animated 
by Markov chains, deterministic probability structures generated by an algorithm to sound like 
there is a body endowed with free will present within the circle. The software itself is the 
performer summoning its human spirits. 

The second part of the performance introduces human will. It includes three witches playing with
electronic power transducers. 
The tones the LEDs emit are louder and more high pitched when their colors are brighter and 
more mixed and quieter and lower pitched when they are darker and more say distinctly red, or 
blue. The sound itself has a fuzzy quality reminiscent of radio static, which fits snuggly into the 
family of sounds electromagnetic microphones tend to pick up.

How is technology used in the piece

There is a single LED hoop sculpture with an electromagnetic pickup that produces complex 
sounds when brought to life by a Markov algorithm. The sound of the LED Choir is created by 
electromagnetic microphones placed on the integrated chips of the LED strip and on the circuitry
of its power adapters. The process of converting electricity to light through the use of code and 
circuitry is one that emits electromagnetic radiation. The electromagnetic microphones capture 
this radiation and convert it into sound. By sending a visual composition to the  LEDs in each 
strip each LED emits a different tone (matching the color it is emitting at any one time), resulting
in a choir of LEDs.  

Additions to the soundscape are provided by electromagnetic pickups on wall warts of various 
equipments native to the sound production realms. 
A one-of-a-kind improvisation moving between the sublime and the ridiculous, guided by a 
projected score. 

http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/176256562351
http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/174577530791
http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/173637104041

https://vimeo.com/296967069

https://vimeo.com/296967069
http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/173637104041
http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/174577530791
http://soniayuditskaya.tumblr.com/image/176256562351


Bio(s)

Margaret Anne Schedel is a composer and cellist specializing in
the creation and performance of ferociously interactive media 
whose works have been performed throughout the United States
and abroad. As an Associate Professor of Music at Stony Brook
University, she serves as Co-Director of Computer Music and is
the Director of cDACT, the consortium for digital arts, culture 
and technology. She ran SUNY’s first Coursera Massive Open 
Online Course (MOOC), an introduction to computational arts. 
Schedel holds a certificate in Deep Listening and is a joint 
author of Cambridge Press’s Electronic Music. Sherecently 
edited an issue of Organised Sound on the aesthetics of 

sonification; recent compositiona are featured on the REACT recording by Parma Records, and 
on EOS on Innova. Her work has been supported by the Presser Foundation, Centro Mexicano 
para la Música y les Artes Sonoras, and Meet the Composer. She has been commissioned by the 
Princeton Laptop Orchestra the percussion ensemble Ictus, reACT duo, and unheard-of. Her 
research focuses on gesture in music, the sustainability of technology in art, and 



sonification/gamification of data. She sits on the boards of 60x60, the International Computer 
Music Association, is a regional editor for Organised Sound and an editor for Cogent Arts and 
Humanities. In her spare time she curates exhibitions focusing on the intersection of art, science, 
new media, and sound and runs www.arts.codes.  

Sofy (@horusVacui) is a site-specific media artist and educator 
working with video, interactivity, projections, code, paper, and 
salvaged material. Her work focuses on techno-occult rituals, 
street performance, and participatory art. Sofy's performances 
enact and reframe hegemonies, she works with materials that 
exemplify our deep entanglement with petro-culture and 
technology’s affect on consciousness. She has worked on 
projects at Eyebeam, 3LD, the Rubin Museum, the Netherlands
Institute voor Media Kunst, ARS Electronica, Games for 
Learning Institute, The Guggenheim (NYC), The National Mall

and has taught workshops at GAFFTA, and MoMA. She is a PhD Candidate in Audio-Visual 
Composition at NYU GSAS. 

Suzanne Thorpe is an electroacoustic flutist, composer and 
educator whose work is fixed and improvised, performed, 
installed and recorded. She works with an array of technologies
and draws on feminist materialisms, environmental ethics and 
systems theory to create performances that explore 
relationships between sound, place and its inhabitants. Thorpe 
is also a Deep Listening instructor, having studied in depth with
American Composer and Deep Listening Founder Pauline 
Oliveros. She has performed and exhibited her work 
internationally, from the New Museum (NYC) to MOCA 
Tucson (AZ), and the Reading Festival (U.K.) to the No Idea 

Festival (TX). She has a discography that features over 20 recordings, and was a founding 
member of the critically acclaimed avante-pop group Mercury Rev, with whom earned a Gold 
Record for Deserter’s Songs. She has been the recipient of the Frog Peak Collective Award for 
innovative research in technology, as well as grants from Harvestworks Digital Media 
Foundation, New Music USA, and the MAP Fund. She is currently a Ph.D. Candidate at 
University California, San Diego, and Co-Director of TECHNE, an education initiative that 
empowers young women through technology focused art making, musical improvisation, 
contemplative practice, and social justice education.  www.suzannethorpe.com, 
www.technesound.org. 

http://www.technesound.org/
http://www.suzannethorpe.com/

